Legal assistance for asylum seekers and refugees - Monday and Wednesday:
2 pm - 5 pm

What is the legal assistance for?
- Informations on asylum in France and access to asylum request
- Assistance on problems encountered with Prefecture or OFPRA
- Advices given to write the story
- Preparation to the OFPRA interview
- Informations on Dublin procedure
- Assistance on problems encountered in accessing social rights (ADA, CMU, bank account)
- Reference to other services
- Appeal (against OFPRA reject or against police paper: OQTF)

In all cases, we try to find together solutions to help you (mail, court appeals...).

People are received according to the emergency of the situation.

Who are we? All the participants are struggling by your side and support you in the difficulties you face with public services. We have no links with services in charge of refugees reception (Prefecture, OFPRA, OFII or any association commissioned by the government like FTDA, Croix-Rouge, Coallia, Emmaüs solidarité...).

This legal assistance service is set up by volunteer activities and by associations (ATMF, Dom’asile, ELENA, GISTI, La Cimade).

How get to the legal assistance office?
10, rue Affre 75018 Paris (M° La chapelle)